
Valentine's Day in Gauja National Park!

Fill the Day of Love with unforgettable feelings, special adventures, surprises and conjure up a holiday for

your loved ones and yourself! The entrepreneurs of the Gauja National Park have prepared special,

romantic and sparkling offers for Valentine's Day.

Royal SPA in Hotel Sigulda 
Enjoy royal SPA in Hotel Sigulda  in candle light with sparkling wine and recreation offer.

Escape from everyday hustle in a real oasis of peace and quiet – enjoy relaxation in our SPA! Feel the

healing power of water after long walks on Sigulda’s paths – dive into refreshing water after day in out

town full of exciting experiences and enjoy relaxing touch of bath steam.

Delicious and romantic holidays in Valmiermuiža
The hospitality of Valmiermuiža Manor invites travellers to stop for a hearty meal and a glass of delicious

beer, brewed in the adjoining brewery. To be present during the brewing of real beer and to listen to the

serene transformation of grain into refreshing sparkling gold is a true privilege – it is an insight into the

soul of beer itself, which is crowned by the unhurried enjoyment of beer.

Elegant SPA relaxation at Annas Hotel Design & SPA
In oasis of peace, in the embrace of nature, enjoy the "White Night in Anna's Manor" offer at Annas Hotel

Design & SPA. Stay overnight in a sunny Double De Lux apartment, enjoy relaxation in the SPA complex:

water activities in the stone pool, bubble bath, steam bath, sauna, rain shower. As the sun sets, enjoy a

hot spring water ball in the manor park.

In the continuation of the evening the chef of the restaurant "KANNAS" will provide excellent tastes in a

three-course dinner. In the next morning, start the day with a delicious breakfast and morning swim in the

stone pool.

Romantic recreation in Bīriņi Castle
Bīriņu  Castle  is a romantic place created with

love.  You are cordially invited to spend a

romantic holiday, enjoying an elegant rest in the

"Romantic rest in a castle tower luxury room"

offer. In a leisurely rest, enjoy dinner in the Bīriņi

Castle restaurant, wine and fruit in the

apartments, visit the big tower of the palace and

take a wonderful walk in the park, stopping at the

gazebos, near the Oak of Love.

"Love you! I love myself!” 
In the Rehabilitation center "Līgatne" 2-day SPA

offer. Enjoy a relaxing sauna and swim in the

pool, an  pampering bath in the aromatic and

vitamin-rich bath of orange, ginger or grapefruit,

and an invigorating massage. Go for a peaceful

walk on the well-maintained walking paths in the

Gauja National Park. Stay overnight and enjoy a

healthy and delicious breakfast and dinner.

Diamond, Gold and Silver offers in Mālpils manor
Mālpils manor  is an outstanding 19th century classicist architectural monument. Mālpils manor also is a

luxury design hotel and offers a variety of leisure opportunities for every guest of the manor - lovers of

romance, families with children, and those who like active recreation have free time.

Complement your recreation at the manor with an invigorating massage or a relaxing body treatment.

Enjoy the sensational offer of diamond, gold and silver.

Romantic SPA offers at SPA HOTEL
EZERI
Enjoy leisurely and special relaxation in  SPA

Hotel Ezeri   pampering offers.Bathing in a pearl

bath, aroma massage, sauna and a lazy swim in

the outdoor pool and warm jacuzzi under the

open and starry sky will give you well-being in the

"Love Spa" SPA offer. Stay overnight in a Luxury

room and enjoy a romantic evening! The SPA

offer includes delicious and healthy breakfast.

Guest house "SweetestHome"

Conjure up the holidays in the sunny and

lovely guest house "SweetestHome". The name

itself says a lot! The love house combines two

things that everyone is looking for - love and

home. 

Here you will be able to enjoy the hot outdoor

hot tub with a beautiful view of nature across the

plains and a separate wood-burning country

sauna "Alfreda dark sauna".

Enjoy the charm of the old town
The streets of the old town of Cēsis lit by strings of lamps and the gorgeous windows, and the cozy cafes

invite you to take a leisurely walk, capturing the magic of the holidays.

To the festive dinner, cordially invite H.E. Vanadziņš. Northern restaurant  in the heart of the old town of

Cēsis. Enjoy Cēsis, its architecture and a meal inspired by the north. The story of the building and the

modern interior add special charm to the meal, where there is also a play corner for the youngest visitors,

thus ensuring a pleasant meal and relaxation for the whole family.

Ziedleju glass rooms are a place for your relaxation and leisurely enjoyment of nature in comfortable

design apartments. Whether you are out of the hustle and bustle of the city for a moment or come directly

from the sauna ritual in euphoric peace - this is the place to recharge in the presence of nature. You are

surrounded by the flowers of a natural meadow, tree swings and birdsong during the day, and at night -

the myriad of stars and the infinity of the universe.

Stay on the right track in the national park –  Download Enter Gauja

mobile application to enjoy your visit at the Gauja National park. 

Enjoy seeing exciting and unique content of nature, adventures and wildlife in Gauja National Park? Follow us on

social media for more!
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Book the Valentine's Day offer HERE
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